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Welcome to Suite 1201, a magnificent, 2226 s.f., elegant jewel on a high floor, giving it a feeling 

of extra spaciousness and light. This stylish residence is ideally located in one of the most 

sought after Yorkville condominiums immediately adjacent to the subway. Quality built, this 

high demand building is perfectly located at Bloor and Bedford with direct access to the 

internationally acclaimed Museum and renowned University of Toronto and is bordered on 

either side by the two acclaimed heritage neighbourhoods of Yorkville and The Annex.  

 

Outstanding in its thoughtful details and finishes, this exceptional home features a fabulous 

split plan with a very private, ultra spacious Master Bedroom on one side and a Second or 

Guest Bedroom on the other. Features include designer décor, wall to wall windows in every 

room, a quiet location well away from the elevator, a sophisticated layout, glamorous light-

filled rooms, beautiful hardwood floors, 2 ½ Bathrooms, extensive custom closet and storage 

facilities, an Ensuite Laundry with sink, an eat-in Kitchen and a wonderfully positioned 

underground parking space and a locker. Hotel style building amenities, such as the low-key 

Lobby, spacious Party Room, well equipped Exercise Room with Sauna, attentive 24 hour 

Concierge service, Valet parking for visitors, Indoor Pool, Roof Garden and Lounge (with 2 

barbeques), a Guest Suite and a Work Room for hobbyists combine to make this distinctive, 

upscale, turn-key living.  

 

Inside, this appealing residence enjoys the benefit of a large welcoming Foyer and Hall which 

provides a fitting introduction to the quality and comfort found throughout. The elegant, 

spacious Living Room is sensational for entertaining with its Wet Bar and Fireplace and is so 

large it could be used as a combination Living Room/Dining Room if desired. The formal 

Dining area easily seating 10-12, is perfect for entertaining large groups and if the Living Room 

was used as a combination Living Room/Dining Room, the existing Dining Room could easily 

become a large Family Room adjoining the Kitchen. The well laid out Kitchen with Centre 

Island and Pantry wall is large enough to accommodate a table and four chairs.   

 

The King-size Master Suite is a joy with its wall of windows, ‘His’ and ‘Hers’ double closets,  

spacious walk-in closet, oversize, spa-like 6-piece with separate ‘His’ and ‘Hers’ Vanities and 

privacy enhancing Water Closet with Bidet. So spacious is this grand Master Bedroom, one 

could even have a separate Sitting Room-style area by the window. The Second Bedroom is 

indeed private and well located at the opposite side of the suite and encompasses a large double 

closet and its own 4-piece Bathroom. A handy Den/Office area nestles nicely at one end in the 
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window alcove. A powder room, hall coat closet and a walk-in utility closet with extra storage 

complete this Suite. 

 

Splendidly located in excellent proximity to world class shops, glamorous boutiques, acclaimed 

restaurants, excellent public and private schools, globally recognized museums and art 

galleries, lovely area parks, and 2 subway lines, this outstanding residence is only 10 minutes 

from the business district/downtown, 20 minutes from the Island Airport and 25 minutes to 

Pearson International. This energetic location and very desirable building will have broad 

appeal to sophisticated families, established professionals and astute investors alike, who will 

appreciate the value and cachet of this well kept offering in the marketplace today.  

 

More specific details on this special property follow. 

 
*Measurement per original marketing by Builder  


